Notice:
This is an instruction of universal version. Please note that the product you purchased may be different from the product showed in this instruction.

Components

- Plastic Panel (14"*14")
- Metal Panel (14"*14")
- Connectors
- Wooden Hammer

Samples

**AVAILABLE IN**
- BLACK

**12-Cube**
- Contain parts
  - 14"*14" Plastic Panels: 34pcs
  - 14"*14" Metal Grid Panels: 8pcs
  - Black ABS Connectors: 44pcs
  - Wooden Hammer: 1pc
  - Instruction Manual: 1pc

**AVAILABLE IN**
- BLACK

**9-Cube**
- Contain parts
  - 14"*14" Plastic Panels: 28pcs
  - 14"*14" Metal Grid Panels: 6pcs
  - Black ABS Connectors: 38pcs
  - Wooden Hammer: 1pc
  - Instruction Manual: 1pc

Assembly Step

1. Set up the base

2. Install the back and the sides
3. Install the top
4. Install the top
5. Install the back and the sides
6. Install the top
7. Press tight
8. Press tight

Video Instruction: search for "Storage Installation English" on YouTube

Any problem: contact us at globalservice@tespo.cc

Your satisfaction is our top priority. We are always ready to help.

Tespo